
SHANNON WEAVER MODEL

Shannon was an American mathematician whereas Weaver was a scientist. The Mathematical theory later came to be
known as Shannon Weaver model of.

And even when the son lies in the hole and the father buries him except for his head, hands and feet, nobody
would look twice. Encoder Transmitter â€”Encoder is the sender who uses machine, which converts message
into signals or binary data. The message is sent in codes through a medium. The external noise generally
happens outside of the sender and recipient. Weaver made the effect of the model orbicular in the sense that he
had attached feedback to the model. Horns at crowded streets, hustle bustle of the market place, babies
wailing, people screaming are all various types of noises which get coupled with the signal or in other words
the information. The sender converts the message into codes understandable to the machine. The worker does
not receive the full message because of noise. A message has to be transmitted in such a way that it can be
understood by both the sender and the recipient. Furthermore, the noise can also affect the decoding of the
message by the receiver. Therefore, the sender encodes a messages and transmits it to the sender via a channel.
The encoder must choose distinct forms of signals to represent the meaning of the message clearly.
Communication is a very complex process that happens orally, in written form as well as in non-verbal form,
and in which the message that is being sent, takes place in a certain context. Encoder: The encoder, also
referred to as the sender or transmitter, puts the message into specific signals that will later be interpreted. For
this, the sender uses coding. Channel â€”Channel is the medium used to send message. He tried his level best
to convey what Peter actually expected his team to prepare. The sender is also called the Source of information
or the Information Source. After the message passes through the channel, the receiver decodes it in order to
understand it, as illustrated in the diagram below. Explanation of Shannon Weaver Model The sender encodes
the message and sends it to the receiver through a technological channel like telephone and telegraph. The
Journal of Business Communication , 24 4 ,  The Communication Cycle model is a functional means to
communicate with each other, but also to communicate with public audiences. Here mouth is actually working
as a transmitter which helps in transmitting the information, message from the brain to the mouth after
carefully putting the thought into words. The sender usually uses multiple media to get to the recipient. What
is the Communication Cycle? Noise: The message is transferred through a channel, which can be interrupted
by external noise. The noise present is simply your daughter screaming in the background as you were
working from home this evening.


